Chronology and Dating
Part 1
The Perception of Time vs. the Experience of Time
·	Perception
·	One hour at the dentists
·	One hour talking long distance…
·	Experience
·	Atomic clock experiment
·	Aging at relativistic speeds
·	In both cases, time is related or compared to something else.
The Ticking of the Clock
The measurement of time must always be relative to some standard
Measures of Time
·	No shortage of standards
·	Astral: Day/Night, Phases of the Moon, Seasons, Constellations
·	Human Body: Heartbeat, Breathing, Aging
·	Modern: Mechanical, Atomic Decay
·	Standard need not be regular or linear
·	Cultural perceptions of time often linear but unequal units (e.g. the three ages of Man)

Relative vs. Absolute Measures of time
·	Relative: Age specified relative to something else, in unspecified or unknown units
·	Absolute: Age specified in terms of established units of known and regular interval (such as calendar years)
Relative Time
·	We can say:
·	X is older/younger than Y
·	We cannot say:
·	X is 100 years old	
·	X is 500 years older than Y
·	We may be able to say:
·	X is contemporary with Y
·	(but we cannot specify precisely how contemporary)

Absolute Time 
·	We can say:
·	X is older/younger than Y.
·	X is 100 years old.
·	X and Y were both used in 1492.
·	We may have to attach a +/- value to reflect relative precision of the date.
For Any Dating Technique you need to know
·	What Makes the Clock Run?
·	What is the source of change that is being measured and what interval is represented by a single ‘tick’?
·	What Starts (or resets) the Clock?
·	How does the clock relate to the archaeological phenomenon you wish to date?
What Makes the Clock Run
(and what is the interval)
·	Stopwatch: pressure of main spring on toothed gear, 1/10th second.
·	Tree rings:  cyclical variation in solar radiation and cell growth, 1 year.
·	Carbon 14:  decay of radioactive isotope 14C to 14N, half life 5730 years.
What Sets the Clock?
·	Stopwatch:  pushing the button
·	Tree rings: birth and death of tree
·	Carbon 14: removal from active exchange of carbon with the atmosphere (normally the death of the organism)
How Does the Clock Relate to the Archaeological Phenomenon we wish to date?
·	Stopwatch: Direct, operator starts and stops the watch at the beginning and end of the race.
·	Tree rings: Indirect, wood incorporated into structures, used, recycled, after death of tree
·	Carbon 14: typically Indirect, depending on the particular organic material dated. 
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Relative Dating
Types of Relative Dating
·	Stratigraphy
·	Seriation (typological)
·	Cross Dating



Stratigraphic Dating
The Law of Superposition
Deposits, whether of natural or cultural origin, form with the oldest on the bottom of the sequence and with each overlying stratum younger, or more recent, than the layer below.
How Do Sites Get Buried?

·	Normal soil formation processes 
·	Water and Wind Borne Sedimentation
·	Roof Fall (in caves and rock shelters)
·	Subsequent Cultural Activities
A Straight Forward Stratigraphy
Post-Depositional Processes
·	Erosion and Re-deposition
·	Plant and Animal Disturbance
·	Subsequent Cultural Activity

A More Complex Stratigraphy
A Typical Archaeological Profile
What Are We Seeing in an Archaeological Profile?
A Stratigraphic Profile

A Closer Look
A Plan View of the Strata
A Second Look at the Profile
A Profile View
A Peek into the Profile
Are All Layers Created Equal?
Standing Walls from a 6,000 yr old House
Collapsed Roof
How Are Stratigraphies Recorded?
With Painstaking Care and Diligent Attention to Detail
What is Dated in a Stratigraphic Profile?
·	Distinct deposition episodes represented by different strata
·	Materials and Artifacts contained within each distinct strata
Dating from an Archaeological Stratigraphy
What Can We Infer from an Archaeologial  Stratigraphy?
·	A Relative Chronological Ordering of deposits and structures.
What Cannot Be Assumed From a Stratigraphy?
·	Length of time represented is equivalent to thickness of layer.
·	Layers or features at the same depth will necessarily be the same age.
·	Layers will have equal significance as cultural features
·	???
Cross Dating
Cross dating is the process by which the presence (or association) of an object of known age is used to establish the date of an unknown artifact or deposit.
Worsaae’s Law of Association
·	Objects found together in the same closed deposit are of the same age.
·	But:
·	While available for deposition at the same time, they may not have been manufactured at the same time (e.g. heirlooms)


Examples of Cross Dating
·	The discovery of objects with inscribed calendar dates.
·	The discovery of demonstrable trade goods deriving from known dated contexts
·	Existence of datable technological horizons
·	20th century glass bottle manufacture
·	Introduction of Pottery making
·	Three Age System of Europe (Stone, Bronze and Iron Ages
·	Mean Ceramic Dating formula
The Age of an Artifact is rarely self-evident
The limitations of ‘type fossils’ and the dangers of dating using ‘fossil’ indicators
Cross Dating with Artifacts of Known Age
·	Terminus post quem (the date after which)
·	Using the newest (youngest) dated artifact to assert that the deposit can not be older than the dated artifact.
·	Terminus ante quem (the date before which)
·	Using the absence of a common artifact of known date to assert that the deposit must be older than the dated artifact.
Seriation
Seriation is a technique that seeks to order artifacts or assemblages “in a series” in which adjacent units are more similar to each other than to units further away in the series
The Battleship Curve
·	Seriation is based on the premise that any variety of artifact or assemblage will exhibit a regular and predictable pattern of introduction, growing popularity, waning popularity, and disappearance.  
·	When graphed over time this produces a frequency distribution that is shaped like a battleship (when viewed from above).
The Battleship Curve

Type Seriation
Limitations
·	The period of growing and waning popularity will vary for each type of artifact.
·	Rates of change can vary across space and social class
·	A seriation solution does not itself indicate which is the earlier and later end of the series.
Assemblage Seriation
Uses of Relative Dates
·	Means of generalizing a local stratigraphic sequence into a regional chronological sequence.
·	Economical means for linking numerous sites into a regional chronological sequence
·	In the absence of material for absolute dating, they may be the only basis for chronological ordering.
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Absolute Dating
Absolute Time 
·	We can say:
·	X is older/younger than Y.
·	X is 100 years old.
·	X and Y were both used in 1492.
·	We may have to attach a +/- value to reflect relative precision of the date.
Types of Absolute Dating
·	Radioactive Decay techniques
·	e.g. Radiocarbon, Potassium/Argon
·	Annular techniques
·	e.g. Tree rings, Varve sediments
·	Other Physico-chemical techniques
·	e.g. Thermoluminescence, Paleomagnetism

Radiocarbon Dating
The first of the radioactive decay techniques. Developed by chemist Willard Libby in 1949.  
The Radiocarbon Clock
·	The Clock Measures: Radioactive decay of 14C, half-life 5730 years.
·	The Clock starts: with the death of the organism (end of active exchange of carbon with the atmosphere)
·	The relationship of the Clock to the archaeological phenomenon to be dated: typically indirect.

What can be dated?
·	Any material that has been in active exchange of carbon with the atmosphere.
·	Most common dated material is charcoal, but any plant or animal material is a good candidate.
·	Cooking ‘crud’ on pots
·	Carbon trapped during manufacture of iron artifacts
·	Material older than 50,000 years often has too little 14C remaining for conventional dating.
Measuring Radiocarbon
·	Beta decay detectors
·	Determine amount of 14C in sample by measuring decay events during a prolonged ‘counting’ period.
·	Relative large samples required for precise measurement.
·	Accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS)
·	Technique for directly counting 14C atoms
·	Much smaller samples needed (e.g. individual seeds, pollen samples, hair)

Interpreting Radiocarbon Dates
·	Typical Lab Report:  3700 +/- 100 BP
·	3700 Radiocarbon Years before present (BP)
·	Before Present (BP) is by convention 1950
·	+/- 100 reflects the statistical uncertainty associated with radioactive decay and represents 1 Standard Deviation around the Mean date (I.e., 66% probability that true age falls within the range . For 95% probability, +/- 2 standard deviations).

Converting Radiocarbon Age to Calendar Date
·	3700 +/- 100 BP
·	3700 - 1950 (I.e. present) = 1750 bc*
·	Actual age range:
·	 1850-1650 bc* (66% probability)
·	 1950-1550 bc* (95% probability)

·	*lower case bc indicates that the date has not been calibrated (see below)
Critical Assumptions
·	Rate of 14C production is constant over time.
·	Variation in solar output
·	Constant proportion of Carbon 14/12 in the atmosphere
·	Atom bomb effect
·	Fossil fuels


Critical Assumptions
continued
·	Proportion of Carbon 14/12 in organism is representative of proportion in the atmosphere
·	Isotopic fractionation
·	Proportion of Carbon 14/12 in sample is the result of radioactive decay
·	Contamination with ancient carbon
·	Contamination with modern carbon
Calibration of Radiocarbon Dates
·	While specific contamination can be dealt with on a sample by sample basis, variation in atmospheric 14C requires global correction.
·	Radiocarbon time scale can be calibrated by running 14C determinations on dated sequences of tree rings.
Radiocarbon Calibration Curve
Calibrated Radiocarbon Dates
·	3700 +/- 100 BP
·	Uncalibrated Age:
·	1750 bc 
·	1 sigma range: 1850-1650 bc (66% probability)
·	2 sigma range: 1950-1550 bc (95% probability)
·	Calibrated Date:
·	2120 BC, 2080 BC, 2040 BC
·	1 sigma range: 2200-1940 BC (66% probability)
·	2 sigma range: 2450-1780 BC (95% probability)
Dendrochronology
An annular technique
The Tree-Ring Clock
·	The Clock measures: a cycle of rapid growth followed by slow growth which corresponds with an annual cycle of seasons
·	The Clock starts: with the germination of the tree and stops with the tree’s death.
·	The relationship of the Clock to the archaeological phenomenon to be dated: Indirect.
Construction of a Master Tree-Ring Chronology
Limitations to Tree-Ring Dating
·	Long running sequences not available in many areas.
·	Local vs. Regional patterns of tree-ring growth
·	Climatic effects on tree-ring growth
·	Use or recycling of old wood
Thermoluminescence Dating
A physico-chemical technique
Theoretical Basis
·	Materials with a crystalline structure, such as pottery and flint, contain small amounts of radioactive elements (notably uranium, thorium and potassium)
·	These decay at a regular rate and the emitted radiation displaces electrons in the crystal lattice
·	When the material is rapidly heated to 500 degrees Celsius (932 F) the trapped electrons escape, emitting light (thermoluminescence).
The Thermoluminescence Clock
·	The Clock measures: electrons that have been displaced over time by radioactive decay.

·	The Clock starts: when the material is heated to 500 C and stops when it is next heated to 500 C.

·	The relation of the Clock to the archaeological phenomenon to date: usually direct
What Can Be Dated?
·	Materials with a crystalline structure that have been subjected to high temperatures.
·	Pottery
·	Heat treated or burned stone
·	Clay building materials that are heated via house fires.
Limitations
·	Must be crystalline material
·	Must have been heated to high temperature during the time of archaeological interest
·	Cannot have been heated subsequently
·	Cannot have been exposed to sources of radiation external to the artifact itself.
Principal Uses of Absolute Dates
To anchor relative sequences in time
To control for ‘cultural’ (non-	temporal) patterns in artifact variation
To synchronize relative sequences across regions.


